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NEW QUESTION: 1
When a customer opts to make a payment by a credit card, this
receipt is identified as a (n)
_____________.
A. Autolockbox receipt
B. miscellaneous receipt
C. QuickCash receipt
D. manual receipt

E. automatic receipt
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 2
ABC SA de CV is a Company located in New York City and has 3
Branch Offices in Laredo, Bryan, and Houston Texas. The network
Administrator has the requirement to configure that all
international calls goes out first for Houston Texas, if the GW
of Houston goes down then the international call goes out for
Bryan Texas and if GW of Bryan goes down, the international
call will go out of Laredo Texas. What does the Administrator
have to configure to achieve this requirement?
A. Configure a Line Group for international calls selecting the
first option GW of Houston, then Bryan and finally Laredo.
After this he has to configure a Hunt List for international
calls selecting the Line Group for international calls and
finally create the Hunt Pilot for International calls selecting
the Hunt List created for international calls.
B. Configure a Route Pattern selecting all possible gateways.
C. Configure a New Partition and New CSS for international
calls.
D. Configure a Route Group for international calls selecting
the first option GW of Houston, then Bryan and finally Laredo.
After this he has to configure a Route List for international
calls selecting the Route Group for international calls and
finally create the Route Pattern for International calls
selecting the Route List created for international calls.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference:
Page 187
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NEW QUESTION: 3
After the installation and configuration of Symantec Enterprise
Vault 10 .0 for Exchange (EV) in a large customer environment,
a customer notices that end users have many pending shortcuts
in Outlook. Which action should be taken first to change the
pending shortcuts to archived shortcuts?
A. Run SQL backup on all EV databases
B. Run backup on indexing location
C. Run backup on Vault Store Partition
D. Run the Archiving task manually to process shortcuts
Answer: C
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